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ABSTRACT: The latest trend of new generation is bikes and cars with new technology and high speed. Today it is a common trend. It has become a fashion for the people especially living in urban areas to ride such vehicles. Now the companies even want to launch such vehicles that attract the younger generation. This can be achieved by technology known as DTSi. Due to DTSi (digital twin spark ignition) system it is possible to combine strong performance and fuel efficiency. The improved engine efficiency modes have also resulted in lowered fuel consumption. DTSi delivered shattering performance and high levels of actual on-road fuel efficiency but bikes having DTSi system meet the Government of India’s emission norms for 2005 right now itself without use of any secondary devices. Spark ignition is one of the most vital systems of an engine. Any variation in the spark timing and number of sparks per minute affects the engine performance severely. Thus a good design and control of the system parameters becomes most essential for optimum performance of an engine. Due to Digital Twin Spark Ignition system it is possible to combine strong performance and higher fuel efficiency. DTSi offers many advantages over conventional mechanical spark ignition system. In this paper we will get to know how mechatronics is useful in instrumentation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the requirements of an efficient engine is the correct amount of heat shock, delivered at the right time. This requirement is the responsibility of the ignition systems. The ignition system supplies properly timed high voltage surge to spark plugs. These voltage surges cause combustion inside the cylinder. The ignition system must create a spark or current flow across the each pair of spark plug electrodes at the proper instant, under all engine-operating conditions. This may sound relatively simple, but when one consider number of spark plug firing required and extreme variations in engine operating condition, it is easy to understand why ignition system so complex.

If a 6-cylinder engine is running at 4000rpm, the ignition system must supply 12,000 sparks per minutes because ignition system must fire three spark plugs per revolution. These plugs firing must also occur at the correct time and generate correct amount of heat. If the ignition system fails to these things, fuel economy, engine performance, and emission level will be adversely affected.

Purpose of ignition system:

For each cylinder in an engine system has three main jobs, It must generate an electric spark they has enough heat to ignite the air/fuel mixture in the combustion chamber. It must maintain the spark long enough to allow for the combustion of all the air and fuel in the cylinder. It must deliver the spark to each cylinder so combustion can begin at the right time during the compression stroke to each cylinder.

Ignition Timing:

Ignition timing refers to the precise time spark occurs and is specified by referring to the position of the piston in relation with crankshaft rotation. Ignition timing reference marks can engine parts and on a pulley or flywheel to indicate the position of piston. Vehicle manufacturer specify initial or base ignition timing. When the marks are aligned at TDC or 0, the position in the cylinder is at TDC of its compression stroke. Additional numbers on a scale indicates the number of degrees of crankshaft rotation before TDC or after TDC. In majority of engines, the initial timing is specified at a point between TDC and 20 degrees before TDC.

All ignition-timing changes are made in response to following primary factors.

- Engine R P M
- Engine load

Engine RPM

At higher RPMs, the crankshaft turns through more degrees in a given period of time. If combustion is to be completed by 10 degrees after TDC, ignition timing must occur sooner or advanced. However air/fuel...
mixture turbulence increase with rpm. This causes the mixture inside cylinder to turn faster. Increased turbulence requires that ignition must occur slightly later or be advanced.

**Engine load**

The load on engine is related to the work it must do. Driving up hills or pulling extra weight increases engine load. Under load, there is resistance on the crankshaft therefore the piston have a harder time moving through their stroke. This is evident by low measure vacuum during the heavy loads. Under light loads and with throttle plates partially opened, a high vacuum exists in the intake manifold. The amount of air/fuel mixture drawn in to cylinder and manifold is small. On compression this thin mixture produces less combustion pressure and combustion time is less. To complete combustion by 10 degrees after TDC, ignition time must be advanced.

[1]

**Firing order**

The function of ignition system extends beyond timing the arrival of spark to a single cylinder. It must perform this task for each cylinder of the engine in specific sequence. Each cylinder of an engine must power once in every 720 degrees of crankshaft rotation. Each cylinder must have power stroke at its own appropriate timing during its rotation. To make this possible the piston and rod are arranged in precise fashion. This is called as engine’s firing order. The firing order is arranged to reduce knocking and imbalance problem. Because potential for this knocking is determine by the design and construction of the engine, the firing order varies from engine to engine regardless the number of cylinder used.

**Digital ignition system**

Digital ignition system is an electronic ignition system in which spark timing is controlled by a computer that continuously adjusts ignition timing to obtain optimum combustion. The basic principal is same as that of electronic ignition system.

**Principle**

In the electronic ignition system a timer is employed in the distributor instead of contact breaker. This timer may be a pulse generator or a Hall-effect switch, which triggers the ignition module, also called electronic control unit (ECU). This control unit primarily contains transistor circuit whose base current is triggered off and on by the timer, which results in the starting and stopping of the primary current. Other than this, the electronic ignition system works similar to the conventional electrical point-type system as shown in figure. [2]

![Fig.3.1.1 Ignition must begin earlier as engine speed increases.](Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

![Fig. 3.1.2 Spark must be timed earlier as engine speed increases.](Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

**Basic Components**

**Computer / Microprocessor**

Computer is the main component of this system, which controls the spark timing. It continuously adjusts the spark timing to obtain optimum combustion at various operating conditions. The computer monitors the engine operating parameters with various sensors. Base on this input, the computer signals the ignition module to collapse the primary circuit to fire the spark plug.

The goal of computerized spark timing is to produce maximum engine power, top fuel efficiency and minimum emission level during all type of operating condition. The computers dose this by continuous adjusting ignition timing. The computer determines the best spark timing based on certain engine operating conditions.
parameters such as crankshaft position, engine speed/throttle position, engine coolant temperature, initial and operating or barometric pressure. Once the computer receives input from all these and other sensor, it compares the existing operating condition to information permanently stored or programmed into its memory. The computer matches the existing condition to set of conditions stored in the memory, determines proper timing setting, and sends signals to the ignition module to fire the plugs.

The computer continuously monitors existing conditions, adjusting timing to match what its memory tells it is the ideal setting for those conditions. It can do this very quickly, making thousands of decisions in a single second. The control computer typically has the following types of information permanently programmed in to it.

- Speed related spark advance
- Load-related spark advance
- Warm up spark advance
- Special spark advance

Position sensor

The CPU receives input that it checks against the programmed value. If the computer sends a command signal to actuate an output device, a feedback signal may send back to inform the computer that the task was performed.

The feedback signal will conform the position of output device and the operation of actuator. Changing position of the actuator should result in predictable change in computer voltage sensing circuit. The computer may set a diagnostic code if it does not receive the correct signal.

A number of different type of sensor are used to monitor the position of the crankshaft and control the flow of current to the base of transistor. These engine position sensor and generator serves as triggering devices and include

1. Magnetic pulse generator
2. Metal detection sensor
3. Hall effect sensor
4. Photoelectric sensor

Magnetic Pulse Generator

**Principle**

It operates on the basic principle of Electro-magnetic induction. A voltage can only be induced when conductor moves through magnetic field. The magnetic field is provided by the pick-up unit and rotating timing disc provides moment through the magnetic field needed to induce the voltage.

**Construction and working**

Basically a magnetic pulse generator consists of two parts: timing disk and pickup coil. The pickup coils consist of a length of wire wound around a weak permanent magnet may also called as stator sensor. Depending upon type of ignition system, the timing disc may be mounted on the distributor shaft or at the rear of crankshaft or on the crankshaft vibration damper.

As the disc teeth approach the pick-up coil, they repel the magnetic field forcing it to concentrate around the pick-up coil. Once tooth passes by the pick-up coil the magnetic field is free to expand, until the next tooth on the disc approaches. Approaching teeth concentrate and passing teeth allow to expand the magnetic lines of forces. This pulsation of magnetic field causes the line of force to cut across the winding in the pick-up coil, inducing small amount of AC voltage i.e. sent to the switching device in the primary circuit.

When the disc teeth align with the pick-up coil, this corresponds to the exact time certain piston are nearing TDC. This means the zero voltage signal needed to trigger the secondary circuit occur at precisely correct time.

Metal Detector sensor

Metal detector sensors are found on early electronic ignition system. They work much like magnetic pulse generator with one major difference.

A trigger wheel is pressed over the distributor shaft and a pick-coil detects the passing of trigger teeth as shaft rotates. However, unlike MPG its pickup coil doesn’t have permanent magnetism. Instead, it has electromagnet. Electronic control unit, inducing magnetic field around it, supplies a low level of current. As the reluctor on distributor shaft rotates the trigger teeth pass very close to pick up coil. As the teeth pass in and out of magnetic field, the magnetic field builds and collapses producing corresponding changes in coil’s voltage. Control unit to determine crankshaft position monitors the voltage change.
Hall effect sensor
The Hall effect was discovered in 1879 by Edwin Herbert Hall while he was working on his doctoral degree at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. His measurements of the tiny effect produced in the apparatus he used were an experimental tour de force, accomplished 18 years before the electron was discovered. A typical Hall Effect Sensor has three wires or terminals: one for ground, one for supply or reference voltage and one for the output signal. To produce an output signal, a Hall Effect Sensor must be supplied with a reference voltage from the vehicle’s on board computer (which may be 5 to 12 volts depending on the application). The supply voltage is necessary to create the switching effect that takes place inside the sensor. The operating principle upon which Hall Effect Sensors are based (and so named) dates voltage output when the magnetic window is unobstructed and no blades are passing through it. The voltage output drops to near zero when a blade enters the magnetic window and blocks the field. The Profile Ignition Pickup (PIP) and Cylinder Identification (CID) Hall Effect Sensors found in Ford distributor less ignition systems work in the opposite manner. When the shutter blade passes through the window and blocks the magnetic field, the sensor’s internal electronics switch the sensor’s output signal from near zero (off) to maximum voltage (on).

Photoelectric sensor
The third type of crankshaft position sensor is photoelectric sensor. The parts of this sensor include light emitting diode, a light sensitive photocell and slotted disc called a light beam interrupter. The slotted disc is attached to the distributor shaft. The LED and photocell are situated over and under the disc opposite to each other. As the disc rotates between LED and photocell, light from LED shines through the slots. The intermittent flashes of light are translated onto voltage pulse by the photocell. When the voltage signals occur, the control unit turns the primary circuit off. Causing the magnetic field in the coil to collapse and sending the surge of voltage to spark plug.

The photoelectric sensor sends a very reliable signal to the control unit, especially low engine speeds. These units have been primarily used on Chrysler and Mitsubishi engines.
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II. OPERATION

The ignition module is also responsible for limiting the dwell time. In EI system there is time between plug firing to saturate the coil. Achieving maximum current flow through the coil is great if the system needs the high voltage that may be available. However, if the high voltage is not needed, the high current is not needed and the heat it produces is not desired. Therefore, the control module is programmed to only allow total coil saturation when the very high voltage is needed or the need for it is anticipated.

The ignition module also adjusts spark timing below 400 rpm (for starting) and when the vehicle’s control computer bypass circuit becomes open or grounded. Depending on exact DSI system, the ignition coil can be serviced as a complete unit or separate unit. The coil assembly is typically called a coil pack and is comprised of two or more individual coils. On those DTSi system that use one coil per spark plug, the electronic ignition module determine when each spark plug should fire and controls the on/off time of each plug’s coil. Due the way of the secondary coils are wired, when the induced voltage cuts across the primary and secondary windings of the coil, one plug fires in the normal direction positive center electrode to negative side electrode and the other plug fires the reverse side to center electrode. Both plugs fire simultaneously, completing the series circuit. Each plug fires the same way on both the exhaust and compression strokes.

Advantages
Advantage of DSI over Mechanical Method
Fewer moving parts, therefore less friction and wear.
Flexible in moving location. This is important because of today’s smaller engine compartment.
Less required maintenance: there is no rotor or distributor cap to service.
Reduction ratio frequency interference because there is no rotor to cap gap.
Elimination of common causes of ignition misfire, the buildup of water and ozone/nitrite acid in the distributor cap.
Elimination of mechanical timing adjustments.
Places no mechanical load on the engine in order to operate.
Less required maintenance; there is no rotor or distributor cap to service.

Disadvantages
The engine tends to overheat and loose power at higher speeds as compared to a single plug engine.
There may be a kind of knocking sound on the machine.
DTS-i is actually a simpler, cheaper and low-tech alternative to making more power and burning less fuel.
However owners mistakenly think it is high-tech.

III. CONCLUSION

In the world of new high-speed cars and bikes to achieve maximum engine power, top fuel efficiency and minimum emission levels during all type of operating condition. The digital spark ignition is the best alternative for conventional ignition control. Computerized control gives accurate timing for all operating condition. At the same time use of two spark plug improves thermodynamic efficiency and power available.[3] At the same time it reduces the maintenance cost due to fewer moving parts in turn less friction and wear. It also good solution to reduce pollution since it minimizes emission levels. Also it is flexible enough in mounting location. This is important because today’s smaller engine compartment.

Thus, it is better in all areas like power, speed, efficiency and clean emission and hence it has brought a new evolution in automobile industry.[2]

Applications
In India Bajaj has patented for DTSi technology.
At present Platina, xcd (125, 135), Discover150, Pulsar (135,150,180,200,220) are using the DTSi (Digital Twin Spark Ignition System), which means the petrol enters into the cylinder burns more efficiently.
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